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Summary abstract 

City of Rome adopted a new General Town Plan scheme (GTP) which substituted the previous one, in force 

since 1962. The former plan, based on a “traditional” zoning approach, suffered several  variations over the 

years. One of the most important target of the new GTP is limiting land take, trough promoting a better use 

of already urbanized areas, following a “mixed use” approach. The case study describes the tools provided 

by the new GTP to reach that goal, in particular the incentives aimed at boosting developments run by 

several land-owners jointly, within a project scheme framework planned together with public authorities.  

The case study puts in evidence the problems that –coupled with the economic downturn - have slowed a 

full exploitation  of the opportunities provided.  Moreover, the case study puts in light the risks linked to a 

not very clear legal framework for “pre-existing”  building rights created through variants of the former  

1962 planning scheme.  

Setting and Key 

questions/Challenges 

 

In 2008 the Municipality of Rome adopted a new General Town Plan, that 

replaced the previous scheme (adopted in 1962). The adoption of the new plan 

has signified a transition from a strict and traditional «urban uses based zoning» 

approach to a more flexible mixed-use approach. Only four categories” of urban” 

textures” are recognized in the new plan 1) historic city; 2)consolidated city; 3) city 

to be restructured (= densification zones); 4) changing city (=expansion) and just a 

dual characterization for interventions is proposed (with different rules/building 

rights): areas with a prevalence of: a) residential or b) economic functions (see 

table1).  

One clearly declared challenge of the new GTP is to boost “redevelopment 

schemes” on areas that are already urbanized, avoiding, as much as possible, new 

land take.  

To boost redevelopment, two main «area based» planning tools working within 

the existing city are available.  A)  URBAN PROJECTS («Progetto Urbano»), which 



are public Initiative interventions (with public funds) on established areas.  These 

projects mainly focus on infrastructures, connections and public spaces and 

require a strong participatory approach. They are used mainly for “historic 

city/dense” urban zones.   

B) INTEGRATED PROGRAMS (PRINT). Aimed at urban renewal/densification of 

urban non core areas, PRINTs can be defined as (re)development densification 

schemes (new volumes allowed) with the purpose of urban and environmental 

requalification, in areas designated by the GTP, that are totally or partially built.  

PRINTs do not require any specific variation of the GTP (boundaries are clearly 

identified) and should therefore be quickly viable. In PRINTs areas, threshold 

planning parameters are the general ones, but within these limits there is 

freedom. Please, note that before the adoption of the new GTP, specific “GTP 

variations” were required for any development scheme.  PRINTs in general allow 

several  urban uses  (no mono-functional approach) and integrate – also from 

funds and resources point of view - different typologies of intervention (public 

utilities included).  

As far as the “land take” issue is concerned, the new GTP had to face an another 

relevant challenge as well. The previous GTP scheme (1962) allowed, over the 

years, extra «variations» (private development schemes), generating rights to 

develop on “free land”. An unclear and still debated matter: what if these “old 

rights” have not been exploited yet and are now located on areas which the new 

PGT? Have they to be “renowned” and moved (compensated) with comparable-

value rights or do they loos validity?  A prudential (!) approach suggested to 

recognise these rights! PRINTS (2008) have been also designed to provide “landing 

areas” for earlier (not exploited but surviving)  buildings rights that have to be 

moved (so called “compensations”) to other places now to comply with the new 

“green belt” zones. -See the third column of the table (areas available for 

Municipality) 

However, this capacity (within the PRINT areas) is not sufficient to allocate these 

potential volumes. So far,  the new GTP also established further specific “free 

areas” (within the planning boundaries of the “changing city”) as further “landing 

areas” for the “surviving” building rights (“compensations”) These areas were 

originally selected, in the2008  GTP following sustainability criteria as proximity to 

main infrastructures or to already developed zones and the low 

soil/landscape/environmental/heritage qualities of the sites. In general, private 

developers (to be compensated or not) can propose schemes on these areas  A 0,3 

average building ratio (Usable Surface/Total land surface) is allowed on these 

areas.  

However, after numerous reactions by private owners and developers, a new 

setting for these areas has been proposed (2012). So far, new “reservation areas” 

were selected, to fit the requests of private land-owners.  A strong political 

conflict arose and the provision of the new areas was  annulled again, after the 



2013 city government change. The situation remains rather unclear and there is 

uncertainty about these building rights that constitute a strong potential impact 

for land take.  

Procedures and 

actions 

  

More detailed clarifications on PRINTs are necessary.  

Public or private entities can develop PRINT development schemes.  

In the Rome case, the public promoter is the «Municipio»  (“borough”). Formally, 

in the Public Initiative PRINTs there is room for integrating (one or more) private 

owners into the scheme (through a “contractual” approach). However, if private 

owner does not comply with the scheme, compulsory purchase occurs. At present, 

public Administration has weak interest and no resources for promoting such 

schemes and public Initiative PRINTs in fact does not work at present! 

PRINT developemnt schemes  can also be developed on private initiative. Private 

owners have two solutions since they a) can develop the properties individually, 

following the normal rule (without any specific incentive); b) officially apply for a 

PRINT scheme jointly (if they associate at least 75% of the whole PRINT land)  

For PRINTs that comply with the “prevailing residential” character, the volumetric 

incentives provided are showed in table1. Private owners (joined together) 

togheter with the public body («Municipio» = borough) discuss and arrange the 

scheme (and the private contributions), up to definitive approval.  

In general, PRINT schemes developed jointly allow a better utilisation of the areas. 

A comparison between an “individual” development and a joint-scheme is showed 

in Fig.2 

Owners that are not involved in the (original) private proposal, have right to join 

the group if interested, even if that represents a risk of “complications” within the 

original “group” (for example due to a low financial solidness of the additional 

partner!) 

The above mentioned  incentives (as supplementary «building rights»)  would 

induce considerable benefits for the land owners. So far, the larger rights are 

balanced by a purpose-built “planning fees” system, linked to the PRINT scheme, 

agreed both by public and private investors. The fee scheme is as follows. A) For 

the “standard” share of the building rights (first column of table 1), planning fees 

are the ordinary ones (note that generally the fees are contractually “converted” 

into physical public works - network public utilities – roads, etc.-  to be built by the 

private developer )  B) For the “supplementary” share of building rights (second 

column of table 1), “extraordinary” planning fees (higher than the ordinary ones) 

are required,   to finance further public services (schools, social housing, etc.). 

These fees are contractually convertible into public works too.  

The “value” received by the public sector as extraordinary planning fees (actually 

as physical works) must be exploited only for public works/services within the 



PRINT area and not generically in the entire borough area. 

As above mentioned, the conversion of the supplementary planning fees into 

material works is “agreed” within the PP development scheme. In principle, this 

solution could benefit the (efficient) private developers, by reducing their final 

cost in comparison with the monetary payment alternative. However, private 

developers often assert that the lack of prior information on what/where public 

services should be built (cost uncertainness) is a strongest deterrent to apply. 

Therefore, public bodies should previously provide a clear outline of public 

targets/public works/services for the PRINT areas  

A similar incentive framework to promote joint-ventures among land-owners  is 

available for PRINTs areas which are dedicated  to host  “economic activity”  In 

case of  individual development, the building ratio allowed is 0,30 m2/m2 and on 

public green areas, development is allowed only if parcels are smaller than 1.500 

m2 and. Moreover, urban uses  allowed for individual developments are rather 

severe: residential buildings can be («only one dwelling for each productive unit, 

not exceeding 10% of the Usable Surface), while further allowed uses are retail, 

services (allowed functions with low parking/transport impact only) hospitality 

(Hotels, etc.), production, agricultural activities and parking spaces.  

For larger private-owned areas (more  than 10.000 m2), a joint application for a 

scheme  (75% of the parcels) is always compulsory.   More in general, urban 

functions allowed and incentives for “joint-venture” development schemes in 

PRINT areas dedicated to economic activity are more favorable than the individual 

development case.  The building ration is 0,35 m2/m2 and residential units are 

permitted  up to 20% of the whole allowed development. Further uses are 

production activities (not less than 30% of the allowed development),  retail, 

services, tourism/hospitality (uses with medium and high parking/transport 

impact allowed too). Changes of urban uses are also allowed, through payment of 

extraordinary planning fee.  

Lessons learned and 

utility 

 

The new GTP in Rome, adopted in 2008, represents, at least in principle, a good 

case of a flexible approach to Urban Planning with the aim to reduce land take.  In 

particular, the area-based PRINTs are a viable system to avoid heavy procedures 

and GTP variations to re-use and densify urban areas. PRINTs, in fact, allow 

agreements between rivate and public entities for development schemes 

supporting joint ventures between private landowners. They also provide relevant 

incentives and distribute the surplus adequately (through the fee system).  

However, many factors tend to dissuade private developers to apply for 

development schemes in reality. 1) The extent  of the PRINT areas is often too 

large to allow “75% of the area” agreements (Implementation of partial 

development sub-schemes should be allowed). 2) The “right to be involved” of 

further (extra75%)  land-owners is considered a potentially relevant “risk” and a 

source of uncertainty for the “first” applicants (Agreed “admission procedure”  of 

further applicants should be allowed) 3) The lack of a prior  general vision 



(developed by the public authority) on what are the public requirements/public 

services for each  PRINT area: this brings not minor uncertainty for the business 

plan of the applicants (A clear pre-existing plan for public facilities should be 

available). 4) Boroughs are often not technically capable to manage the 

“agreement  procedures” and the multi-step design and assessment process of the 

development scheme (Need to identify the appropriate level of competence for 

managing the procedure). 5). The “reserves” kept by the public sector within the 

PRINT schemes as “landing areas” for compensations are in fact not exploited: the 

holders of  the rights are not interested in being involved, as minor players, in 

developments controlled by other subjects (These rights could be given to the 

applying joint landowners). Furthemore, the “compensation” issue, and the 

resulting political pressure, affects the capability of “land take reduction” of the 

initial GTP scheme. 
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Enclosed Pictures 

 

Fig.1: The general Town Plan for Rome (2008) – Urban textures 

 

Table 1 – Building rights and incentives for the PRINTs (case of “mainly residential 

areas”) 

Fig. 

2 PRINT for residential area: an example of comparison between individually and 

joint-venture driven developments (Source: Archimelo – Architettura e Territorio) 
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